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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a group G, a subgroup H of G, and an outer measure h defined on 
a hereditary u-ring W of subsets of G, we say that )r is right invariant under H 
if 9h = 9 and h(Ah) = X(A) f or every h E H and A E 99. It is the purpose 
of this article to study and characterize such outer measures. Sections 2 and 3 
show how such h may be defined and how they behave. Section 4 provides 
a criterion that an outer measure h on G be defined in this way and Section 5 
discusses a type of representation of subgroups by outer measures. Finally, 
Section 6 yields a transitivity relation among outer measures of this type. 
The terminology and notation is principally that of [l]. G/H denotes the 
set of left cosets of G mod H and x is the canonical mapping of G onto G/H. 
For A C G (or G/H), A’ d enotes the complement of A. A residue system for 
G mod H is a subset K of G such that rr restricted to K is one-to-one and 
onto G/H. A set of the form Kh is called a K-ckzss. 
2. EXISTENCE 
In this section, G is a given group, Ha subgroup of G, K a residue system 
for G mod H, and TV an outer measure defined on a hereditary u-ring L% of 
subsets of G/H. 
THEOREM 1. Let 92 = W(X) = {A C G: P(A) E x?} and for A E 92, let 
W) = 1 /&r(A n KhN. 
Then 99 is a hereditary a-ring on G and h = h(K, p) is a right invariant outer 
measure on G deJined on 92. 
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PROOF. It is easily verified that 39 is a hereditary u-ring and h is an outer 
measure. Also, if A E 9 and h, E H, then 
= ;HP(4A nKh)) = WA), 
so h is right invariant. 
h = h(K, p) is said to be induced on G by p (and K). Clearly if E is a 
h-measurable subset of G, then Eh is also h-measurable for every h E H. 
The following is an elementary lemma which will be used throughout 
this article. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be a function from a set X into a set Y, S C X, and T C Y. 
Then: 
(i) f(f -l(T) n S) = T nf(S); 
(ii) Iff(S) = Y, thenf(f-l(T)n S) = T; 
(iii) Iff is one-to-one on S, thenf(A n B) = f(A) n f(B) andf(A n B’) = 
f(A) n f(B)’ for every A, B C S; furthermore, f(f -‘( T) n S n A’) = 
T n f(S) n f(A)‘for every A C S; 
(iv) If f(S) = Y and f is one-to-one on S, then f( f -l(T) n S n A’) = 
T n f(A)’ for every A C S. 
THEOREM 2. Let E ~92. 
(i) If E is A-measurable, then rr(E n Kh) is p-measurable for every h E H. 
(ii) If rr(E n Kh) is p-measurable for every h E H and if E is covered by 
at most countably many K-classes, then E is h-measurable. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let h E H, B E .%‘, and A = W-~(B) n Kh. Then 
p(B n TT(E n Kh)) + p(B n r(E n Kh)‘) 
= p(p(A n E n Kh)) + p(r(A n (En Kh)‘)) 
= X(A n E) + X(A n E’) = X(A) = ~(T(A)) = p(B). 
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Thus rr(E r\ Kh) is p-measurable. 
(ii) First assume EC K/z,, for some h, E H. Then for A E: 9, 
A(A n E) + h(A n E’) = C p(r(A n En Kh)) + c p(+A n E’ n K/Z)) 
heH heH 
= [p(dA n E n I%)) + p(+A n E’ n Kh,))] + c &-(A n Kh)) 
h#h, 
= PL(~A n KM) -,zh PL(~A n Kh)) = W. 
0 
Thus E is h-measurable. 
Now assume EC Un Kh, . Since E n Kh, is h-measurable for every n, 
E = (Jn (E n Kh,) is h-measurable. 
COROLLARY 1. If E is a h-measurable subset of G which can be covered by 
countably many K-classes, then r(E) is p-measurable. 
COROLLARY 2. If F is a p-measurable subset of G/H, then r-l(F) n Kh is 
h-measurable for every h E H. 
COROLLARY 3. If H is countable, then a subset E of G is h-measurable if 
and only if rr(E n Kh) is p-measurable. 
COROLLARY 4. If H is countable, then a subset F of G/H is p-measurable 
if and only if n-l(F) is h-measurable. 
COROLLARY 5. If K EB?‘, then K is A-measurable. 
Following [2], a subset A of G is said to be locally measurable if E n A 
is measurable whenever E is measurable. 
COROLLARY 6. Every K-class is locally measurable. 
In general the converse of Corollary 1 is not true. Let G be the additive 
group of real numbers, H the subgroup of integers, K = [0, l), and p an 
outer measure on G/H such that the outer measure h induced on G by TV 
is the regular Lebesgue outer measure. Let M be a nonmeasurable subset of 
G and n E H such that M n (K + n) is not measurable. Let 
E=[Mn(K+n)]U[M’n(K+n)+l]. 
Then a(E) and ?T(M n (K + n)) are measurable, but by Corollary 2, E is 
not measurable. 
LEMMA 2. If A E L% and h(A) < co, then there exist subsets A, and A, of A 
such that A = A, u A,, A, is covered by countably many K-classes, 
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X(A,) = A(A), and A, is a X-measurable set of measure zero. Moreover, if A is 
X-measurable, then so also is A, . 
PROOF. Since X(A) < co, there is a countable subset H,, of H such that 
~(-IT(A n Kh)) = 0 for h 4 HO. Let 
A, = u (A n HZ) and A, = u (A n HZ). 
“do heHo 
Let W(K) be the class of subsets contained in 9 = 92(X, K) which can 
be covered by countably many K-classes. Throughout the remainder of 
this paper we shall assume that the outer measure h = A(K, p) is restricted 
to W(K). 
THEOREM 3. If ~1 is regular, then h = h(K, p) is regular. 
PROOF. Let A E W with A(A) < cc, E > 0, and {hn} a sequence in H 
such that A = ula (A n Kh,). S ince p is regular, for each n there is a 
p-measurable B, such that rr(A n Kh,) C B,, and 
P(%) < CLMA n Kh,)) + Gn. 
Le; E, = +(B,J n Kh, , and E = (Jn E,, . Then E is h-measurable, A C E, 
h(E) = c +%) < c +(A l-l Kh,)) + E = h(A) + E. 
n n 
Hence h is regular. 
THEOREM 4. Let A,, and CL,, be the measures inducedfrom h = h(K, p) and p, 
respectively. Denote by Y and Y the classes of X-measurable and ~-measurable s ts, 
respectively. If (G/H, .T, p,,) is a o-finite measure space, then (G, Y, h,) is a 
cr-Jinite measure space. 
PROOF. If E E 9, then there exist sequences {F,} C.F and {h,} C H 
such that E = urn (E n Kh,), w(E) C (Jn F, and 
&F,J = /\,,(+(F,) n Kh,) < CO. 
Let 
E,,, = &(F,) n Kh, n E. 




In this section we assume an outer measure TV on a hereditary u-ring 2 of 
subsets of G/H. Let X be the collection of all residue systems for G mod H. 
For Kr , K2 E X let A, = h(K, , I*) and A, = h(K, , p), and let Y(K,) and 
Y(K,) be the classes of A, and X,-measurable sets, respectively. Then Kl and 
K, will be called equivalent if ,Y(K,) = Y(K,). 
THEOREM 5. Let Kl , KS E X. Then Kl E Y(K,) if and only if Kl is 
equivalent to K, and G/H is p-measurable. 
PROOF. The sufficiency is obvious. 
Conversely, Kl E Y(p(Ks) implies G/H = Z-(K,) is p-measurable and 
K, E Y(K,), since Kl = Un (Kl n K&J implies K, = Un (K3 n K,h;‘). 
Hence Y(K,) = Y(K,). 
THEOREM 6. Let Kl , K, E X. If Kl and K, are equivalent, then the 
measures induced from h(K, , p) and X(K, , p) are equal. 
PROOF. Let A, and A, be the induced measures. For EC Kl , h,(E) = 
p(n(E)) = Cp(+E r\ K,h)) = h,(E). For arbitrary E E Y(K,), h,(E) = 
CUE n W) = CUE n K&l = h(E), since at most countably many terms 
of this last sum are nonempty. 
COROLLARY. Let Kl , K, E Y. If Kl and K, are equivalent, and p is 
regular, then A(K, , p) = X(K, , p). 
4. CORRESPONDENCE 
Throughout this section, let A, be a given measure on G defined on a ring 
YO , X the outer measure induced from A,, on the hereditary u-ring 9’ generated 
by 9s , and A1 the completion [l] of A, on the o-ring 9; of A-measurable sets. 
We construct set functions on G/H as follows: 
P = 14, K) defined on 5 = (B C G/H : n-l(B) n K E Y}, 
pa = r(X, , K) defined on TO = {B C G/H : m-l(B) n K E s%>, 
p1 = p(h, , K) defined on q = (B C G/H : a-l(B) n K E Yl}, 
where, if p is /*, CL,,  or pl, and x is A, Aa, or Al, respectively, then 
p(B) = X(+(B) n K). W e see that Y is a hereditary u-ring, TO is a ring, 
and Y1 is a a-ring. 
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THEOREM 7. (i) TV is an outer measure, and u necessary and su$icient 
condition that a set F be p-measurable is that for every A C K, if A E Y, then 
h(A) = X(A n T+(F)) + h(A n +F)‘). 
* 
(ii) t.~,, is a measure, p1 is a complete measure, and Y1 is contained in the 
class of p-measurable sets. 
PROOF. It is evident that p is an outer measure, and p,, and ~1~ are measures. 
Hence for(i) we show that the above condition is equivalent to p-measurability. 
Suppose F is p-measurable, A C K, and A E 9. Since n-l(<A)) n K = A 
and +(F’) r\ K = r+(F)’ n K, we have that 
44 = ~(44) = 1444 n F) + ~(44 n F’) 
= h(+(?T(A)) n r+(F) n K) + h(&(r~(A)) n +(F’) n K) 
= X(A n p-l(F)) + h(A n r+(F)‘). 
Hence the condition is satisfied. 
Conversely, let F E 9 and suppose that the above condition is satisfied for 
F. By Lemma 1 (ii), ~(p-l(B) n K) = B for B E 9. Hence, 
p(B) = X(+(B) n K) 
= X(+(B) n K n r+(F)) + X(&(B) n K n r+(F)‘) 
= X(&(B n F) n K) + h(+(B n F’) n K) 
= p(B n F) + P(B n F’). 
Hence F is p-measurable. 
(ii) Since every subset of a set of PI-measure zero is a set of h-measure 
zero, p1 is complete [2]. 
Finally, let FE Yr. Then the h-measurability of r+(F) n K yields the 
condition in part (i), and so F is p-measurable. 
REMARKS. (i) If K E Y’, , then the hereditary o-ring S’& generated by Y0 
is just the class P(G/H) of all subsets of G/H. The converse is not true; but if 
.Z$ = B(G/H), then K E Sp . On the other hand, Y = @(G/H) if and only 
zf K E 9, and the hereditary u-ring til generated by Y1 is P(G/H) if and only 
zfK~ Y1. 
(ii) A set F can satisfy the condition in part (i) of Theorem 7 without 
r+(F) n K being h-measurable. Hence it is not in general true that Y1 is the 
class of ~-measurable sets. If K is locally &-measurable, then Se = S1 = Y. In 
particular, the equality holds if Y0 is hereditary. 
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THEOREM 8. If k’ is locally ho-measurable (locally h-measurable), then the 
outer measure p = &I, K) is induced from pO (&. 
PROOF. Suppose K is locally &-measurable. Let B E 9 with p(B) -: co 
and G :> 0. Then there is a sequence {En,) C 9s such that n-l(B) n K C (Jn E,, 
and Cn X,(&J < h(n-l(B) n K) $ E. Since E, n K E tY0 and A,,(& n K) < 
h,(E,) for each n, we have 
g ,Qr(En n K)) = 1 X(E, n K) < P(B) + 6. 
n 
Hence p is the outer measure induced from pa. 
If K is locally X-measurable, the argument is essentially the same. 
COROLLARY. If K is locally X,-measurable, then t+ = ,u(h, , K) is the com- 
pletion of p,, = p(AO , K). 
THEOREM 9. Let TV be a regular outer measure defined on a hereditary 
u-ring 2 of subsets of G/H, and suppose that h is right invariant under H. Then 
X = h(K, TV) on S? = a(&?, K) if and only if K is locally h-measurable and 
P = & K). 
PROOF. Suppose h = h(K, CL) on W. By Corollary 6, K is locally h- 
measurable. Furthermore, B E 2 if and only if r+(B) n K E 9, and in this 
case, 
p(B) = P(n(&(B) n K)) = h(+(B) n K). 
Hence p = dh, K). 
Conversely, suppose K is locally X-measurable and p = p(h, K). We shall 
first show that 9 C Y. 
Let A E 9. Since h is right invariant, r-l(+A)) n Kh E Y for every h E H. 
Let (h,) be a sequence in H such that A n Kh = + if h # h,, . Then 
A C Un +rr(A)) n Kh, E 9 implies A E Y. 
Now let X(A) < co, and E > 0. Then there is a h-measurable set U such that 
A C U and h(U) < X(A) + E. Since K is locally h-measurable, U n Kh E 9 
for every h E H. Hence 
h(A) G 1 h(A n Kh,) G 1 h( U n Kh,) G h( U) < h(A) + E. 
n 12 
It follows that 
h(A) = c h(A n Kh). 
hEH 
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However, for any h E H, 
d(7+4 n Kh)) n K = (A n Kh)kl; 
so by the right invariance of X, p(rr(A n Kh)) = h(A n Kh). Thus 
X(A) = C p(n(A (J Kh)) on 9. 
h&I 
COROLLARY 1. In the notation of Theorem 9, ;f G is h-measurable, then 
h = h(K, p) on W ij and on+ if K is h-measurable and p = p(A, K). 
COROLLARY 2. In the notation of Theorem 9, if H is countable, then 
h = h(K, p) if and only if K is locally h-measurable and p = p(X, K). 
COROLLARY 3. If K is locally X-measurable and J E S is equivalent to K, 
then EL@, J) = ,(A K). 
PROOF. By Theorem 9, X = h(K, p) on W = 3?(F, K). Since h is a 
regular outer measure, h = h( J, p) on 9 by the Corollary to Theorem 6. 
Hence by Theorem 9, p = &I, J). 
Lebesgue outer measure can be uniquely induced by the subgroup of 
integers. This is not the case for all subgroups. Let G be the additive group 
of real numbers, H the subgroup of rational numbers, and X the regular 
Lebesgue outer measure. Any measurable set E of positive measure must 
have the property that D(E) = {x - y : X, y E E} contains an open interval 
about zero [I]. Clearly no residue system K for G mod H has this property. 
The assumption that h(K) = 0 leads to h(G) = 0, which is absurd. Hence 
there does not exist a measurable residue system, and it follows from 
Theorem 9 that h cannot be induced from an outer measure on G/H. 
5. REPRRSENTATI~N 
An outer measure h defined on 2 is said to represent a subgroup H of 
G if 
H = {CC E G : h(Ex) = A(E) for every E E P}. 
Throughout this section we shall assume that H is a fixed normal subgroup 
of G. We observe that for any residue system K for G mod H, Kx is a residue 
system for every x E G. Moreover, if the class of h-measurable sets is right 
invariant for x0 , then K and Kx,, are equivalent. 
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Trivially, every subgroup can be represented by a discrete measure; i.e., 
define p on G/H by ~(17) = xF(n(e)) for every subset F of G/H, where xF 
is the characteristic function of F and e is the identity element of G. Let K be 
a residue system containing e and let h = A(K, CL) on 99(K). The measure h 
obviously represents H. 
THEOREM 10. Let p be a regular outer measure on G/H, K a residue system 
for G mod H, and h = X(K, p) on 9(K). Let x E G such that Kx is equivalent 
to K. Then h is right invariant for x if and only if p is right invariant for T(X). 
PROOF. Suppose X is right invariant for x. Since h = h(K, p), K is locally 
h-measurable and ~1 = /~(h, K). Hence TV = p(/\, Kx) by Corollary 3 above. 
Thus for any B in the domain of p, 
p(B) = h(+(B) n K) = h((+(B) n K)x) 
= &+9(B) n K)r(~)) = j~(Bn(x)). 
It follows that TV is right invariant for n(x). 
Conversely, if p is right invariant for n(x), then the right invariance of h 
for x follows from 
p(T(E n Kh)) = ~(QT(E n Kh)w(x)) 
foreveryEE9X’andhEH. 
COROLLARY. Let p, K, and h be as in Theorem 10. If x E G such that the 
class of h-measurable sets is right invariant for x, then X is right invariant for 
x if and only if p is right invariant for x(x). 
EXAMPLE. Let G/H be a locally compact group and p a right Haar 
measure on G/H. For a measurable F C G/H, define p,,(F) = &v(y) dp(y), 
where v is a continuous homomorphism of G/H into the multiphcative group 
of positive real numbers. Then p0 is a nontrivial Baire measure on G/H with 
the property that P@Y) = d~h(F) f or every p-measurable F and every 
y E G/H. Let pr be the outer measure on G/H induced from pa , K a residue 
system for G mod H, and h = h(K, pi). Then A represents H if and only if 9) 
is a continuous isomorphism. 
6. TRANSITIVITY 
Let e be the identity of G, {H,) a sequence of normal subgroups of G with 
Ho = {e} and H, C H,+l for all n, and let pLo be a regular outer measure, 
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defined on a hereditary u-ring &?,, of subsets of G, which is right invariant 
for the union of the subgroups H, . For each n let G, = G/Hn and define 
a mapping rW+r of G, onto G,,, by nn+I(gH,J = gH,+l . For n 3 1, define: 
nn = 7, 0 r+lO ... 0 “1) and for every n and m with 0 < m < n, let 
H,, = HJH,,, . For fixed m 3 0, the usual isomorphisms yield: (H,, : n 3 m} 
is a sequence of normal subgroups of G, with Hnm C H,,+l, for all n > m. 
THEOREM Il. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) For every positive integer n and every integer m > 0 there exists a regular 
outer measure t.~,, de$ned on a hereditary o-ring A$ of subsets of G,, such that 
for all n > m there exist residue systems K,, for G, mod H,, such that 
Km 1 JLlm , t+, = tGL, , Km), and pm = WC,, , 14 on %,, = 
%% > Km). 
(ii) For every positive integer n there exists a residue system K, for G mod H,, 
such that K,, r) K,,, for all n, and K,, is locally ,u,,-measurable. 
PROOF. Assume (i) holds. Then in particular, let m = 0 and K,, = K,,, . 
Now (ii) follows from Theorem 9. 
Suppose (ii) holds. For m = 0, let K,,, = K, and for m > 0, let 
Knm = 17,K,, for all n > m. For m = 0 we get a sequence of regular outer 
measures by defining CL,, = &,, , K,J on 2%. Then K,,, is locally pa- 
measurable for each n; so by Theorem 9, p,, = h(K,o , p,J for all n > 0. 
Let n > m > 0 and n = rn o **. o rm+r . Since 17, is one-to-one on K,,, 
for every n, and K, C K, , it follows that B E Zn if and only if 
n--l(B) n K,, E~EL), . Hence pit = p(prn, K,,). 
Since lirm(Iir;‘(F) n K,,) = F n Knm for any pm-measurable F, K,, is 
locally pm-measurable. Hence by Theorem 9, CL,,, = X(K,, , p,J on Bn,. 
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